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Figure 1. Vision-and-language navigation in discrete versus in continuous environments. (a) Agents in discrete environments rely on the
connectivity graph to navigate with panoramic high-level actions, (b) but they need to perform low-level controls to move in continuous
spaces. (c,d) We propose a candidate waypoints predictor to predict accessible positions in continuous environments, to bridge the discreteto-continuous gap.

Abstract

œ

Most existing works in vision-and-language navigation (VLN) focus on either discrete or continuous environments, training agents that cannot generalize across the
two. Although learning to navigate in continuous spaces
is closer to the real-world, training such an agent is significantly more difficult than training an agent in discrete
spaces. However, recent advances in discrete VLN are challenging to translate to continuous VLN due to the domain
gap. The fundamental difference between the two setups
is that discrete navigation assumes prior knowledge of the
connectivity graph of the environment, so that the agent can
effectively transfer the problem of navigation with low-level
controls to jumping from node to node with high-level actions by grounding to an image of a navigable direction.
To bridge the discrete-to-continuous gap, we propose a
predictor to generate a set of candidate waypoints during
navigation, so that agents designed with high-level actions
can be transferred to and trained in continuous environ-

ments. We refine the connectivity graph of Matterport3D
to fit the continuous Habitat-Matterport3D, and train the
waypoints predictor with the refined graphs to produce accessible waypoints at each time step. Moreover, we demonstrate that the predicted waypoints can be augmented during training to diversify the views and paths, and therefore
enhance agent’s generalization ability.
Through extensive experiments we show that agents navigating in continuous environments with predicted waypoints perform significantly better than agents using lowlevel actions, which reduces the absolute discrete-tocontinuous gap by 11.76% Success Weighted by Path
Length (SPL) for the Cross-Modal Matching Agent and
18.24% SPL for the VLN BERT. Our agents, trained with
a simple imitation learning objective, outperform previous
methods by a large margin, achieving new state-of-the-art
results on the testing environments of the R2R-CE and the
RxR-CE datasets.
* Authors contributed equally
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1. Introduction

œ

Vision-and-language navigation (VLN) [3] is a challenging cross-domain research problem which requires an agent
to interpret human instructions and navigate in previously
unseen environments by executing a sequence of actions.
Two distinct scenarios have been proposed for VLN research, being navigation in discrete environments (R2R,
RxR [3, 33]) and in continuous environments (R2R-CE,
RxR-CE [32]). Due to the large domain gap, navigation
in the two scenarios have been studied independently in
previous works, and a large number of prominent advances
achieved by agents in discrete spaces, such as by leveraging
pre-trained visiolinguistic transformers [20, 24] or by using
scene memory [16, 53] cannot be directly applied to agents
traversing continuous spaces.
The fundamental difference between navigation in discrete and in continuous environments is the reliance on the
connectivity graph which contains numbers of sparse nodes
(waypoints) distributed across accessible spaces of the environment. With the prior knowledge of the connectivity
graph, the agent can move with a panoramic high-level action space [17], i.e., teleport to an adjacent waypoint on the
graph by selecting a single direction from the discrete set of
navigable directions. Compared to navigation in continuous environments, which usually relies on a limited field
of view to infer low-level controls (e.g., turn left 15 degrees or move forward 0.25 meters) [32], navigation with
panoramic actions and the connectivity graph simplifies the
complicated decision making problem by formulating it as
an explicit text-to-image grounding task. First, the agents
are not required to infer the important concepts of accessibility (openspace vs. obstacles) from sensory inputs. Second, distinct visual representations can be defined for each
navigable direction, so the agents only need to match contextual clues from instruction to visual options to move,
which greatly reduces the agent’s state space and facilitates
the learning. As a result, many previous works in VLN with
high-level actions address the navigation problem mostly
from the visual-textual matching perspective. A large number of innovations such as back-translation [51], backtracking [29, 37], scene memory [16, 53] and transformerbased pre-training [20, 24, 38] bring remarkable improvement but they cannot be directly transferred to agents in
continuous environments. There remains about a 20% gap
in success rate for agents with the same architecture navigating in discrete and in continuous spaces [32].
Despite the great efficiency of learning in a discrete environment, navigation in continuous spaces is much closer
to the real-world. In this paper, we address the problem of
bridging the learning between the two domains, aiming to
effectively adapt agents designed for discrete VLN to continuous environments. First of all, we identify and quantitatively evaluate the value of high-level controls in VLN,

showing the importance of knowing accessible waypoints.
Second, inspired by Sim2Real-VLN [2], we introduce a
powerful candidate waypoints predictor to estimate navigable locations in continuous spaces, the module constructs a
local navigability graph centered at the agent at each time
step using the visual observations. In Sim2Real-VLN [2],
the sub-goal module is trained on the pre-defined connectivity graphs of the Matterport3D environment (MP3D) [6],
where there exist edges going through obstacles and nodes
in inaccessible spaces. In contrast, we transfer the discrete MP3D graph onto the continuous Habitat-MP3D [48]
spaces, and represent the transferred waypoints as targets
for learning a mixture of Gaussian probability map, resulting in a robust waypoints predictor in unvisited environments that supports navigation. Furthermore, we propose a
simple augmentation method to move the position of waypoints during training of the agent, so that the agent can
learn to reach the same target using diverse observations and
step lengths, thereby improving the generalization ability.
With the proposed candidate waypoints predictor, we
evaluate the performance of agents designed for discrete
VLN in continuous environments. The selected agents, including the cross-modal matching agent (CMA) [54] and
the VLN BERT [24] are widely applied methods that are
distinct in network architecture. Our experiments show
that agents in continuous environments trained with the
predicted waypoints significantly improves over navigation
without using waypoints, reducing the discrete-continuous
gap, and achieving new state-of-the-art performance of 39%
and 19.61% SPL on the benchmarking R2R-CE and RxRCE test sets [3,32,33], respectively. This results suggest that
our proposed candidate waypoints predictor can enable an
effective discrete-to-continuous transfer as well as showing
a huge potential of benefiting other navigation problems.

2. Related Work
Vision-and-Language Navigation Visiolinguistic crossmodal grounding is a crucial skill for addressing vision-andlanguage navigation problems. Tasks for indoor navigation
with low-level instructions such as R2R [3] and RxR [33],
outdoor navigation such as Touchdown [11], navigation
with dialog such as CVDN [52] and HANNA [40], and navigation for remote object grounding such as REVERIE [43]
and SOON [59] all require the agent’s ability to associate
time-dependent visual observations to instructions for decision making. To facilitate the learning, Fried et al. [17]
exploit the connectivity graphs defined for Matterport3D
environments [6] and propose to navigate with panoramic
actions, which allows teleportation of agent among adjacent
nodes (waypoints) on the graph by choosing an image pointing towards the node. Following this idea, later works that
are focusing on cross-modality learning [23, 36, 54], data
augmentation [18,41,51], waypoint-tracking [16,29,37,53],
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and pre-training for Transformer-based models [20, 24, 34,
38] are implemented based on the connectivity graph and
the high-level action space. Despite the great advances in
learning the correspondence among vision, language and
action, these agents are not applicable to the more practical
scenario – navigation in continuous environments, which
requires the agent’s ability of inferring spatial accessibility.

Continuous VLN Continuous environments such as AI2THOR [30], House3D [56], CHALET [58], Gibson [57],
Habitat [48] and iGibson [49] have been setup for embodied
AI research in synthetic and photo-realistic scenes. To study
vision-and-language navigation in continuous environments
(VLN-CE), Krantz et al. [32] transfer the discrete paths in
R2R [3] (and RxR [33]) dataset to continuous trajectories
based on the Habitat simulator [48], and Irshad et al. propose a hierarchical model for inferring agent’s linear and
angular velocities in the Robo-VLN environment [27]. In
addition, methods such as applying semantic map representations [28] and using language-aligned waypoints supervision [44] are explored in VLN-CE. Experiments demonstrate a huge performance gap between agents that navigate
in discrete and continuous environments.

Hierarchical Visual Navigation Hierarchical visual navigation, involving the problem of mapping, planning and
control, have been extensively studied in previous literatures [2, 7, 8, 10, 12–14, 19, 31, 39, 47]. Active Neural
SLAM [7] plans towards a long-term goal with a map
and agent pose estimated from visual and sensory inputs.
Chen et al. [12] construct topological maps for planning by
sparsifying continuous paths collected in the environments,
and Chen et al. [10] predicts a single audio-conditioned subgoal at each step while our model estimates key positions
around the agent. Recent work that is the most relevant
to ours are the Waypoint Models [31] and the Sim2RealVLN [2]. Waypoint Models predicts a coarse view (direction) and a sub-goal in that view to explore, where all
predictions are conditioned on vision, language and agent’s
state. Whereas our method decouples the waypoints prediction and agent’s decision making process, and leverages
the learned navigability to provide accessible directions for
the agent to act, without extra efforts in modifying network
architectures or training methods for adapting the new waypoint predictor. Sim2Real-VLN also predicts adjacent subgoals but the model is trained on the connectivity graphs
defined in MP3D [6], where there exist a large number of
invalid edges going across obstacles. In contrast, we construct graph nodes over the Habitat-MP3D spaces, and we
further study the idea of training agents directly in the continuous environments with high-level actions.

3. Background
In this section, we will first introduce the background
of VLN in both discrete [3] and continuous environments [32]. We apply the reinforced cross-modal matching agent (CMA) proposed by Wang et al. [54] to explain
the general formulation of a VLN network. Then, we will
evaluate the value of high-level actions by some contrastive
experiments as a proof of concept for this paper.

3.1. Navigation Setups
The task of vision-and-language navigation is formulated as follows: Given a natural language instruction U
as a sequence of l words xw1 , w2 , . . . , wl y, an agent initialized at a certain position p1 is asked to travel to a target
position pT in an environment E by executing a sequence
of actions a. The overall navigation can be considered as
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (PMODP)
xp1 , a1 , p2 , a2 , . . . , at´1 , pt y, where each action at takes
the agent to a new position pt`1 and the agent receives a
new visual observation V t .2
Navigate with High-Level Actions Navigation with
high-level actions [3, 17] is based on the connectivity graph
G specified for each E. Each connectivity graph contains a
set of j nodes (waypoints) distributed across the entire environment tg 1 , g 2 , . . . , g j ufiG. Essentially, G discretizes
E, constraining the agent’s position pt P G at all time.
The connectivity graph also provides the navigable directions, which greatly facilitates the learning. Following the
panoramic action space proposed by Fried et al. [17], agent
at each pt receives a panorama which is composed of n
single-view inputs (RGB images) each pointing towards
an adjacent waypoint, respectively. The set of visual features corresponding to those directions are represented as
tv p1 , v p2 , . . . , v pk u. Each feature v pi is enhanced with a directional encoding dpi to indicate the relative orientation of
the waypoint with respect to the agent’s heading, denoted
as f pi “ rv pi ; dpi s, which has been shown influential in later
works [23, 25]. At each navigation step, the agent’s state ht
which keep tracks of all the past observations and decisions,
will be updated by a recurrent network (LSTM [22]) using
the attended instructions clang
and past decision at´1 as
t
´”
ı
¯
lang
ht “ LSTM ct ; at´1 , ht´1
(1)
Based on the formulation above, decision making in discrete environments is implemented as a feature matching
problem. In a compact form, the action probability for selecting an adjacent waypoint can be expressed as
ˆ”
˙
ıJ
rgb
p
pi “ Softmax ht ; clang
;
c
W
f
(2)
p
t
t
i
2 POMDPs also provide the agent with an intermediate reward at each
time step, which we consider to be zero in this work.
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where crgb
represents the attended images and Wp indit
cates learnable projections. As a result, the agent navigates with two effective mechanisms: (1) view selection,
the agent chooses a direction with a visual observation that
has the highest correspondence to the agent’s state. (2) waypoint teleportation, the agent teleports directly to a neighbor
waypoint that is positioned in the selected view.

(a) View Selection

(b) Teleportation

Navigate with Low-Level Actions VLN in continuous
environments (VLN-CE) [32] is established over the Habitat simulator [48], where the agent’s position pt can be
any point in the open space. Due to the absence of the
connectivity graph, agents need to learn to identify accessible positions in space and avoid obstacles. As proposed in VLN-CE, the agent needs to infer low-level actions (turn left 15 degrees, turn right 15 degrees, move
forward 0.25 meters or stop) from the egocentric observation. To encode a single front-view image with directional
clues, spatial embeddings have been concatenated to each
j “ 1, ..., 16 patch of the ResNet [21] output features before attentive pooling [32], i.e. f fj ront “ rv fj ront ; dj s and
cimg
“ AttnPoolj“1,...,16 pf fj ront q. The agent’s state is upt
dated also using Eq.1 but the action probability is computed
as
ı
¯
´”
rgb d
;
c
W
(3)
;
c
p “ Softmax ht ; clang
c
t
t
t

Figure 2. Navigation by (a) view selection and (b) waypoint teleportation in continuous environments.

where cdt represents the attended depth features and Wc
projects the concatenated encodings to R4 , corresponding
to the four pre-defined actions.
With the above formulation, the learning of languagevisual and language-directional correspondences becomes
much more implicit. The navigation episodes with lowlevel actions is about 10 times longer than high-level actions, which leads to a very expensive training process.

Table 2. Navigation results using different forward distances without the connectivity graph. Dist means the fixed forwarding distance (meters) in selected direction. Time is the averaged inference
time (seconds) per episode.

Evaluation Metrics There are five standard metrics in
VLN for evaluating the agent’s performance, including Trajectory Length (TL), Navigation Error (NE), Success Rate
(SR), normalized inverse of the Path Length (SPL) [1],
normalized Dynamic Time Warping (nDTW) and Success
weighted by normalized Dynamic Time Warping (SDTW)
[26]. See Appendix for more details.

3.2. What is the Value of High-Level Actions?
We argue that view selection and waypoint teleportation
are the two critical advantages resulting from high-level actions on graphs; As shown in Figure 2, view selection transfers the problem of inferring low-level controls to selecting
a navigable direction, which greatly expands the agent’s decision space at each time step. Moreover, by teleporting
to a distant waypoint, the agent is able to learn and navigate very efficiently. The connectivity graphs provide not
only information about the spatial navigability, but also an

#
1
2
3
4

Action
Select Teleport
X
X
X
X

NEÓ
6.28
5.70
8.10
7.20

R2R-CE Val-Seen
nDTWÒ SRÒ
58.37
41.48
61.06
46.31
43.19
23.36
50.67
29.53

SPLÒ
36.58
43.20
19.85
27.29

NEÓ
6.51
6.38
7.62
7.54

R2R-CE Val-Unseen
nDTWÒ SRÒ SPLÒ
55.41
39.32 33.89
56.27
37.72 35.02
47.69
28.32 24.64
49.19
27.29 24.97

Time
0.55
1.79
0.78
2.61

Table 1. Comparison of navigation in continuous environments by
view selection (Select) and waypoint teleportation (Teleport) with
the support of connectivity graphs.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Select

Dist

X
X
X
X

0.25
1.00
2.00
3.00
0.25
1.00
2.00
3.00

NEÓ
7.20
7.21
7.60
7.66
6.10
6.88
6.56
6.75

R2R-CE Val-Seen
nDTWÒ SRÒ
50.67
29.53
52.52
29.66
47.90
24.16
48.28
23.62
58.24
39.33
53.09
36.11
52.83
38.52
51.85
32.21

SPLÒ
27.29
27.19
22.25
21.73
38.26
33.91
35.62
29.28

NEÓ
7.54
7.51
8.06
7.87
6.52
6.85
6.96
7.00

R2R-CE Val-Unseen
nDTWÒ SRÒ SPLÒ
49.19
27.29 24.97
50.14
25.47 23.51
45.74
22.96 20.59
46.29
21.37 19.39
55.26
32.02 31.15
52.44
34.81 32.51
50.25
33.05 30.35
49.35
31.00 28.12

Time
2.61
1.28
1.18
0.90
1.58
0.46
0.27
0.20

exact distance to travel which transfers the agent to a location that is suitable for future decision making (see Figure 3). Fried et al. [17] demonstrate a huge improvement by
leveraging high-level actions in MP3D, in this section, we
validate the value of these two mechanisms with the RCM
agent [54] in Habitat-MP3D as a proof of concept.
We first consider four different scenarios as shown in Table 1: (1) The agent is trained and evaluated on the groundtruth connectivity graph with both view selection and waypoint teleportation. (2) Experiment that only allows view
selection; At each step, the agent’s local connectivity is
computed on the fly using the ground-truth graph, it can
choose a navigable direction but it can only move forward
0.25 meters. (3) As in the original VLN setup, navigable
directions are not explicitly provided to the agent, but the
agent is allowed to teleport forward if its heading is aligning
with an edge on the connectivity graph [3]. We consider this
setup as an experiment that allows waypoint teleportation
but not view selection. (4) The original VLN-CE setup; The
agent only perform low-level actions during navigation. For
fairness, we apply panoramic visual input (12 cameras at 30
degrees separation) and panoramic attention to all experi-
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(b) Navigability

Figure 3. Keypoints versus navigability. Keypoints are closely
related to the structure of the environment, which requires an agent
to make a critical decision for navigation, while navigability only
reflects explorable directions (and distances).

ments (See Appendix for more details). Comparing M#13
to M#3 and M#2 to M#4, we can see that view selection
greatly improves the agent’s performance. By knowing the
navigable directions (M#2), agent can achieve SR close to
navigation on graphs (M#1). Previous work suggests the
difficulty in learning repetitive low-level actions that only
return small change in view [15], our results further show
that forwarding by teleportation greatly reduces execution
time and slightly increases SR (M#1, M#3), while navigability is the bottleneck of learning to navigate.
Then, we investigate the influence of view selection and
step size on agent’s performance without considering the
connectivity graph (see Table 2). In this case, an agent
navigates by choosing a view and forwarding a fixed distance. Results show that view selection significantly boosts
the agent’s performance at all choices of step length (M#5M#8). By adopting a larger step length, the agent also navigates much more efficiently due to less decisions to make.
Note that, although an appropriate forward distance (e.g.
M#6: 1 meter) leads to high performance, such value is unknown beforehand and it is unlikely to be suitable for all
spatial structures. Based on the experiments, we expect to
allow VLN agents in continuous spaces to take advantages
of the two mechanisms, where the key is to provide the
agent with candidate waypoints at any position in space.

4. Candidate Waypoints Predictor
Following the above observations, in order to bridge the
discrete-to-continuous gap, we propose a candidate waypoints predictor that generates virtual waypoints for agents
in continuous environments. At each navigational step, the
waypoints predictor infers a local sub-graph which consists
of a set of edges pointing from the agent towards accessible
positions in space. As a result, VLN in continuous spaces
can be performed effectively using high-level actions.

4.1. Network Architecture and Processing
As shown in Figure 4(a), the waypoints predictor has
three key modules; visual encoders, a multi-layer Trans3 Model

#1 in the table.

former, and a non-linear classifier. We apply two ResNet50 [21], one pre-trained on ImageNet [46] and another
one pre-trained for point-goal navigation [55], for encoding
RGB and depth images, respectively. The Transformer network, consisting of two layers each with 12 self-attention
heads, is applied for modeling the spatial relationships between views. The classifier is a multi-layer perceptron that
projects the Transformer outputs to probabilities of adjacent
waypoints in space. The parameters of the visual encoders
are fixed after initialization, whereas the Transformer and
the classifier will be updated during training.
Given an arbitrary point in the openspace of an environment, we first gather its RGB and depth panoramas, each
panorama is represented by 12 single-view images at 30 degrees separation. These images will be encoded by the visual encoders to become a sequence of RGB and depth feargb
rgb
rgb
P V rgb y and
tures, denoted as xv rgb
1 , v 2 , . . . , v 12 | v i
d
d
d
d
d
xv 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 12 | v i P V y, respectively. Each pair of
v rgb
and v di feature is merged by a non-linear layer W m ,
i
yielding v rgbd
. All 12 visual representations v rgbd
are sent
i
i
to the Transformer in parallel for modeling relationship and
inferring adjacent waypoints. Since each single-view image
is square and has 90 degrees field of view that covers three
30 degrees sectors, we constrain the self-attention of each
v rgbd
to be performed with a single neighbor at each side,
i
rgbd
i.e. with v rgbd
i´1 and v i`1 . Feature tokens outputs by the
rgbd
transformer ṽ i , where each contains information over a
sector centered at the center of image i, will be fed to a classifier to predict a heatmap of 120 angles-by-12 distances.
Each angle is of 3 degrees, and the distances range from
0.25 meters to 3.00 meters with 0.25 meters separation. By
performing non-maximum-suppression (NMS) over the resulting heatmap, we obtain K neighboring waypoints.

4.2. Connectivity Graphs in Habitat-MP3D
To obtain the ground-truth connectivity graph G ˚ for
training the waypoint predictor, we adapt the connectivity
graph pre-defined for MP3D (G M P 3D ) to fit the continuous
environments in Habitat-MP3D. Notice that the two graphs
only reflect partial accessibility in space, nodes defined on
the graphs are more inclined to sparse keypoints in the environment which requires a navigation agent to make a crucial decision, and edges indicate directions worth exploring
rather than simply navigable (Figure 3). For example, it is
important for an agent to predict a waypoint in front of a
doorway so that the agent can decide whether to enter the
room once it reaches the waypoint. In G M P 3D , there exists
edges that go across obstacles, which are inappropriate for
predicting accessible waypoint. In contrast, all nodes and
edges on G ˚ are defined in openspace. Additional nodes
are added to ensure that the graph is connected. Overall, the entire set of connectivity graphs contains 13,358
(10,559) nodes spread across 90 Habitat-MP3D (MP3D)
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Figure 4. The candidate waypoints predictor. The module takes RGBD panoramic inputs, uses a multi-layer Transformer to model spatial
relationships, and predicts the positions of waypoints in agent’s neighborhood.
Number of Edges

350

400
300
196.5

187.5
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Number per scene

Number per scene

Edge Length in Meters

250

0.4

200
150
100
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0
MP3D

Ours

0.3
0.2
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0

MP3D
Ours

0.5

300

500

200

Number of Nodes

Density

600

MP3D

0.0

Ours

0

1

2

3
4
Length

5

6

7

Figure 5. Statistics of connectivity graphs in MP3D and HabitatMP3D (Ours) environments.
#

Model

h
i
j

Baseline
U-Net
Ours

|∆|
1.29
1.15
1.30

MP3D Train
%Open Ò dC Ó
81.73
1.13
63.60
1.05
82.56
1.12

dH Ó
2.17
2.10
2.13

MP3D Val-Unseen
|∆| %Open Ò dC Ó
1.37
80.18
1.08
1.21
52.54
1.01
1.40
79.86
1.07

dH Ó
2.06
2.00
2.00

Table 3. Comparison of the waypoint predictors. M#h indicates
the first row (Model #h) in the table.

environments, where each node is connected by in averaged
3.31 (4.07) edges with length in average 1.87 (2.26) meters.
More statistics are shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Confirmation of Predictor Performance
Dataset For each node on G ˚ , we construct its local subgraph by positioning adjacent waypoints over a discretized
space. As shown in Figure 4(b), we first partition the 3 meters radius range around each node into 120 3-degree sectors
and 12 0.25-meter rings. Then, we assign waypoints into
their corresponding partitions, and convert the discretized
circle into a 120-by-12 heatmap which contains the positions of the waypoints. The heatmap is applied as prediction
ground-truth, and each waypoint on the heatmap is represented as a Gaussian distribution with variance of 1.75m
and 15˝ to allow some tolerance for the prediction. We follow the data splits in R2R to divide the connectivity graphs,
using only 61 graphs (9,556 nodes) to train the predictor.

Training and Results We train the candidate waypoints
predictor by minimizing the mean squared error between
the predicted heatmaps and the ground-truth heatmaps. As
shown in Table 3, we compare the results with (M#h) a
baseline model which does not employ a Transformer so
that each single-view image is projected to a sector of
waypoint scores independently, and (M#i) a convolutional
U-Net [45] which is similar to the sub-goal module in
Sim2Real [2]. We set the maximum number of prediction
from each heatmap to be 5. All models are trained on a
NVIDIA 3090 GPU with a learning rate of 10´6 and batch
size 64 using the AdamW optimizer [35].
We evaluate the performance of the waypoint predictors
using four metrics: |∆| measures the difference in number
of target waypoints and predicted waypoints. %Open measures the ratio of predicted waypoints that is in open space
(not hindered by any obstacle). dC and dH are the Chamfer
distance and the Hausdorff distance, respectively, which are
commonly used metrics for measuring the distance between
point clouds. As shown in Table 3, U-Net results in the
waypoints closest to the ground-truths, but a large portion
of the predictions are block by obstacles, which is inappropriate for navigation. Comparing to the baseline, our model
with the Transformer achieves similar %Open but lower distances, which will be applied in the following sections.

5. Bridging the Discrete to Continuous Gap
Thanks to the waypoints predictor, agents designed for
high-level actions and pre-trained on graphs [24] can be
transferred to continuous environments without any predefined graph. In this section, we demonstrate that the
performance gap between the two navigation setups is significantly reduced. Furthermore, we show that using augmented waypoints for training leads to more robust agents,
and new state-of-the-art results can be achieved on the
benchmarking R2R-CE [3, 32] and RxR-CE [33] datasets.
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Methods

CMA

œ

VLN

BERT

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Train Connectivity
Val Connectivity
Graph
Predictor
Graph Predictor
X
X
X
Freeze
Freeze
Freeze
Augmented
Freeze
Low-Level Actions
X
X
X
Freeze
Freeze
Freeze
Augmented
Freeze
Low-Level Actions

TL
10.21
8.71
9.39
9.57
8.87
14.21
11.42
11.24
11.83
8.47

R2R-CE Val-Seen
NEÓ nDTWÒ SRÒ
6.28
58.37
41.48
6.83
53.16
33.83
5.81
59.06
43.89
5.36
61.46
48.05
7.20
50.67
29.53
4.63
61.46
52.21
5.62
56.19
43.22
5.06
59.46
49.40
5.07
59.18
52.35
7.40
48.07
26.85

SPLÒ
36.58
30.23
40.20
43.89
27.29
42.53
37.10
43.43
46.08
25.19

TL
10.47
8.28
8.77
9.11
8.22
14.34
11.22
12.12
11.85
7.42

R2R-CE Val-Unseen
NEÓ nDTWÒ SRÒ
6.51
55.41
39.32
6.81
52.86
33.50
6.50
54.34
37.49
6.19
55.56
40.80
7.54
49.19
27.29
5.22
57.71
48.89
5.91
53.35
39.94
5.68
53.50
42.96
5.52
54.20
45.19
7.66
47.71
23.19

SPLÒ
33.89
29.92
33.90
36.73
24.97
40.36
34.42
38.53
39.91
21.67

Table 4. Agent performance in R2R-CE. 4% of samples which does not have a valid discrete path are deleted (details in Appendix), and all
ground-truth paths are set to the shortest paths on graph for a fair comparison between navigation with and without the connectivity graph.
Graph and Predictor means applying ground-truth graph and using either Freezed or Augmented predicted waypoints, respectively.

5.1. Setups
Datasets We evaluate the performance of agents on two
datasets, R2R-CE [3, 32] and RxR-CE [33], using the Habitat simulator [48]. Both datasets are collected based on the
discrete MP3D environments, including 61 environments
for training, 11 for unseen validation and 18 reserved environments for testing. SPL [1] and nDTW [26] are the main
evaluation metrics for R2R-CE and RxR-CE, respectively.

œ

5.2. Main Results

œ

Bridge the Gap As shown in Table 4, agents navigate on
the ground-truth graphs (M#1, M#6) perform significantly
better than agents navigate with low-level actions (M#5,
M#10), scoring 8.92% and 18.69% higher SPL scores for
the CMA and VLN BERT, respectively. M#2 and M#7
show that when the connectivity graph is absent, using a
waypoints predictor can bring up the agents’ performance
by a large margin. Moreover, if the agents are trained on
the predicted waypoints (M#3, M#8), so that the navigators can learn to adapt the patterns of generated waypoints,
then agents can achieve similar performance as navigating
on the ground-truth graphs – For CMA, the agent scores the
œ

Navigators We experiment with two navigators that have
been widely applied in previous works while distinct in network architecture or navigation method. (1) CMA [54] is a
simple sequence-to-sequence network with visual and language attentions as explained in Eq.1 and Eq.2. (2) The Recurrent VLN-BERT (VLN BERT) [24] is a Transformerbased network pre-trained for discrete VLN on R2R, it
leverages the pre-defined [CLS] token in BERT as the
agent’s state and applies it for multi-modal attentions. For
CMA, the entire network, including the language embeddings, is trained from scratch. Whereas the VLN BERT is
initialized from the pre-trained Transformers [20]. We refer the readers to Appendix for details about the network
architectures and the different configurations of agents in
R2R-CE and RxR-CE.

œ

Experiments Our main experiment consists of two parts;
First, we compare the agent’s performance with and without
using the connectivity graphs G ˚ (Table 4). For fairness, we
filter out 4% of samples from the original R2R-CE which
has a continuous ground-truth path that cannot be converted
to a valid discrete path on G ˚ that honors the navigation
instruction, and the start and end points of some paths have
been slightly adjusted so that all point are on G ˚ . Second,
we compare our method to previous approaches (Table 5
and Table 6). In this case, we evaluate our agents on the
untouched validation and test data of R2R-CE and RxR-CE.

Training All experiments are conducted on a single
NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU based on the PyTorch framework [42] and the Habitat simulator [48]. We apply a simple cross-entropy loss between the ground-truth actions and
agent’s predictions as the learning objective, which is minimized with an AdamW optimizer [35] during training. All
the agents are trained using schedule sampling [5] with a
decay frequency (moving from teacher forcing to student
forcing) of per 5 epochs. As in previous work [32], for the
CMA agents, the decay ratio is set to 0.75 and the learning
rate is 10´4 . For the VLN BERT, the decay ratio is set to
0.50 (0.75 in RxR-CE due to the longer paths) and the learning rate is 10´5 . For agents which navigate on graphs, we
consider the candidate node which has the shortest Dijkstra
path to the target as ground-truth. For agents which navigate
with predicted waypoints, we use a trained candidate waypoints predictor (from §4) to generate accessible sub-goals
to allow the agents perform view selection. The groundtruth waypoint is the one which has the shortest geodesic
distance to the target and to the sub-goal in R2R-CE and
RxR-CE, respectively (see Appendix). Once a waypoint is
chosen, instead of teleporting directly to the waypoint, we
decompose such high-level goal to low-level controls, then,
ask the agent to execute those controls progressively.
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œ

VLN-CE [32]
LAW [44]
SASRA [28]
Waypoint Models [31]
Ours (CMA)
Ours (VLN BERT)

TL
9.26
–
8.89
8.54
11.47
12.50

NEÓ
7.12
–
7.17
5.48
5.20
5.02

R2R-CE Val-Seen
nDTWÒ OSRÒ
54
46
58
–
53
–
–
53
61
61
58
59

SRÒ
37
40
36
46
51
50

SPLÒ
35
37
34
43
45
44

TL
8.64
–
7.89
7.62
10.90
12.23

NEÓ
7.37
–
8.32
6.31
6.20
5.74

R2R-CE Val-Unseen
nDTWÒ OSRÒ
51
40
54
–
47
–
–
40
55
52
54
53

SRÒ
32
35
24
36
41
44

SPLÒ
30
31
22
34
36
39

TL
8.85
–
–
8.02
11.85
13.31

R2R-CE Test-Unseen
NEÓ OSRÒ SRÒ
7.91
36
28
–
–
–
–
–
–
6.65
37
32
6.30
49
38
5.89
51
42

SPLÒ
25
–
–
30
33
36

Table 5. Comparison on agent performance in R2R-CE. Samples in all data splits are identical as in VLN-CE [32].
Candidate Waypoints Predictor
Predicted Waypoints

Methods

Predicted Heatmap

Sampling

Decision

œ

VLN-CE [32]
Ours (CMA)
Ours (VLN BERT)

Augmented Waypoint

View Selection
Navigator

Control

Figure 6. Waypoint Augmentation.

œ

Waypoint Augmentation We propose to augment the
waypoints produced by the candidate waypoints predictor
while training the agent to enhance the agent’s generalization ability. As shown in Figure 6, the method samples a
new waypoint from a patch of heatmap which corresponds
to the agent’s selected view. The sampled waypoints will
take the agent to new positions in space, which requires the
agent to observe diverse views, travel with different step
lengths and interacts with different obstacles to complete
the same navigation task. Results in Table 4 show that the
agents’ performances are further improved by training with
augmented waypoints (M#4, M#9); the SPL of CMA in unseen environments even exceeds CMA navigating on graphs
(M#1). These results indicate the effectiveness of augmenting waypoints when applying high-level actions.

NEÓ
12.1
10.4
10.4

RxR-CE Test-Unseen
SRÒ SPLÒ nDTWÒ
13.93 11.96
30.86
24.08 19.07
37.39
24.85 19.61
37.30

SDTWÒ
11.01
18.65
19.05

Table 6. Comparison on agent performance in RxR-CE.

Comparison to SoTA We train the agents with predicted
waypoints on the original R2R-CE and RxR-CE datasets,
respectively, and compare the results with the previous
state-of-the-arts4 (Table 5, Table 6). Our method significantly outperforms previous methods across all dataset
splits. On the test server of R2R-CE, our CMA agent improves over the CMA in Waypoint Models [31] by 6% SR
and 3% SPL. It is also worth mentioning that comparing to
the Waypoint Models which applies DDPPO [55] and 64
GPUs (5 days) for training the agent, our approach enables
an efficient imitation learning, which drastically reduces the
training cost to a single GPU (3.5 days) while achieving better results. On the multilingual RxR-CE dataset, both CMA
and VLN BERT achieve more than 10% higher SR and
6% higher nDTW than the previous best model.
œ

same SPL as M#1. For VLN BERT, the gaps of SR and
SPL are reduced by 77% and 90%, respectively. Trace back
to early experiments with fixed step length, there are about
15% of steps executed by M#6 in Table 2 collides with obstacles, while this number is only 7% once the waypoints
predictor is introduced, which again reflects the importance
of the predictor. However, in some rare cases our waypoints
predictor may miss a direction connecting the agent to the
destination (such as traversing stairs) resulting in a navigation failure. Sim2Real-VLN [2] suggests that the quality of
the predicted waypoint candidates is a critical bottleneck of
the agent’s performance, whereas our results indicate that
overall our waypoints predictor is generalizable to new environments, which successfully allows the agents to learn
and act with high-level actions. We refer to the Appendix
for visualization of the predicted waypoints and navigation
trajectories, as well as further discussion on limitations.

TL
7.33
20.04
20.09

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a candidate waypoints predictor to produce accessible waypoints in space, which enables agents designed for discrete environments to learn
and navigate in continuous environments with high-level
actions. Experiments show that our method is generalizable for different agents and to unseen environments, it
greatly bridges the discrete-to-continuous gap and achieves
new state-of-the-art performances on the R2R-CE and the
RxR-CE datasets. We believe this work is an important step
towards taking VLN research in MP3D to the more realistic
scenarios, including simulation in continuous environments
and even robots in the real-world. For future work, weakly
supervised and language-conditioned waypoint prediction
could be explored. Moreover, the idea of predicting adjacent waypoints and performing navigable-view selection
have the great potential to be applied in a wide range of research such as PointNav [48], ObjectNav [4], Audio-Visual
Nav [9] and embodied task-completion problems [50].
4 R2R-CE Leaderboard:
https://eval.ai/web/challenges/challengepage/719/leaderboard/1966, RxR-CE Leaderboard:
https://ai.google.com/research/rxr/habitat
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